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French forces on the ground in Syria
Khalil Hamlo

Damascus

F

rench and German forces
are reported to be the latest newcomers to step
into the Syrian quagmire,
joining an array of foreign
troops and mercenaries fighting
with different parties in the raging
conflict.
Reports that dozens of German
and French special forces had entered northern Syria to participate
in the battle to evict the Islamic
State (ISIS) drew the ire of the Syrian government but the US-backed
Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF)
view the new allies’ presence as
part of the international effort to
defeat the terror group.
An official source at the Syrian
Foreign Ministry blasted the alleged
French and German deployment
near Kobane and Manbij in Aleppo
province, considering it a flagrant
violation of the principles of the
United Nations’ charter and “overt
unjustified aggression” against the
sovereignty and independence of
the country.
“No one can dupe us by saying
they are part of the drive to combat terrorism. Combating terrorism
in a legitimate and effective way
requires collaboration with the legitimate Syrian government whose
army and people are fighting terrorism on every inch of Syrian territory,” the source said in a public
statement.

Media sources
imbedded with the
SDF estimated the
number of French
forces at 150 and the
British at 100.
The SDF, a coalition of Kurdish,
Arab, Assyrian and Turkmen militias, considers the latest foreign
ground involvement as a natural escalation of the global battle against
ISIS.
“The participation of foreign
troops on the side of Manbij military council falls within the frame-

work of the international effort to
combat the terrorists. Their task basically consists of providing logistical support to the local forces, train
them and assist them in devising
military plans and fighting strategies,” a highly placed SDF source
said.
“These foreign military experts
also play a key role in identifying
and detecting the outposts and concentration centres of ISIS fighters,
which are then hit and destroyed
from the air.”

French and German
forces are reported to
be the latest
newcomers to step
into the Syrian
quagmire.
The source acknowledged the
presence of “friendly forces” from
France, the United States and Britain in northern Syria, stressing that
“these do not take part in direct
fighting”.
“They mainly read the pictures
provided by surveillance planes,
overlook the implementation of
military plans and lead small units
whose mission is to pave the way
for raids by unleashing heavy firepower,” the source said. “In addition to that they are part of the
general command and work on
dismantling the many mines and
booby traps that are left behind by
ISIS.”
Foreign experts are also based
near Tishreen dam in eastern Aleppo, where the operations command
room is located. “They coordinate
the battles with foreign units deployed on the front lines but these
are present at a distance from ISIS
booby traps, which mainly hit advanced (local) forces,” the source
added.
There is no official confirmation
of the number of foreign ground
forces operating in northern Syria,
except for about 250 US special
forces who took part in the fighting
in rural Raqqa in mid-May and later
diverted towards Manbij.
Media sources imbedded with
the SDF estimated the number of

French soldiers at an army base in Jordan.
French forces at 150 and the British at 100. There are strict SDF instructions to avoid taking pictures
of these forces after photos of US
special forces wearing badges of the
Kurdish People’s Protection Units
(YPG) triggered an uproar.
French and British forces remain
under media blackout despite acknowledgement by their governments of their presence in Syria in
parallel with air forces operating
with the US-led international coalition. French Defence Minister JeanYves Le Drian said France has been
providing air cover, weapons and
military advice to the SDF in the effort to defeat ISIS.
Kurdish official Idriss Naasan

brushed aside reports that French
forces chose Mashta Nour Hill
south of Kobane to set up a military base. “I doubt very much that
a base would be built in that location. I have information confirming
French presence in other locations
in southern rural Kobane and in
Tishreen dam,” Naasan said.
The Americans are reportedly
planning to establish a logistics station south-west of Kobane, according to an official in the Kurdish city.
“They have identified an Arab village in the area near Sarin in eastern rural Aleppo to set up a logistics
centre for their experts in the area,
which might eventually develop
into a military base or airstrip,” said

the official, who asked not to be
named.
It would be the third US station
after the ones at Rmeilan airport
east of Qamishli and the former
headquarters of Brigade 93 of the
Syrian Army in rural Raqqa. As
such, the Americans would be deployed in strategic points along the
border with Turkey.
The reported involvement of German forces was denied by the German Defence Ministry.
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Russia and the Syrian Kurds: A complex interaction
Mark N. Katz

London

A

long with supporting the
Assad regime, Moscow
also backs the powerful
Syrian Kurdish Democratic Union Party (PYD)
opposition group, one of the most
effective forces in combating the
Islamic State (ISIS). Russian support
bolsters Moscow’s claims that it is
fighting against ISIS in Syria and not
just the non-ISIS opposition to the
Assad regime.
The United States also supports
the Kurdish opposition in Syria —
something its NATO ally Turkey
is not happy about. Ankara claims
the Syrian Kurds are linked to the
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK),
the authoritarian Kurdish nationalist movement that has long sought
secession from Turkey.
While Washington has sought
to assuage Turkish fears about the
Syrian Kurds, Moscow has had no
such concern since the sharp deterioration in Russo-Turkish relations
following Turkey’s shooting down
of a Russian military aircraft near
the Turkish-Syrian border last November. Indeed, the desire to punish Turkish President Recep Tayipp Erdogan for this incident may
have encouraged Russian President
Vladimir Putin to support the PYD.
One of the few successes for US
foreign policy resulting from the intervention in Iraq in 2003 is the rise
of Kurdish forces in northern Iraq
that have been willing — indeed,

Kurdish fighters of the People’s Protection Units (YPG) flash
victory signs as they sit on their pickup on their way to battle
against the Islamic State, near Kezwan mountain, north-east Syria.
eager — to cooperate with Washington. While Ankara has never
been happy about this, Washington
worked to promote rapprochement
between Turkey and what became
the Kurdish Regional Government
(KRG).
The rise of ISIS in Syria and Iraq
led to further cooperation between
the United States and Iraqi Kurds.
Washington saw Syrian Kurds as allies against ISIS and gave them support as well. While not supportive
of outright Kurdish independence,
the United States became the most
significant outside power aiding the
Kurds.
Kurdish nationalists are willing
to accept support from other pow-

ers as well. Somewhat supportive
of them prior to the sharp deterioration in Russo-Turkish relations,
Putin has been much more willing
to help the Syrian Kurds since November. In addition to discomfiting Ankara, Putin’s support for the
Syrian Kurds poses a problem for
Washington.
If the United States reduces support for the Syrian Kurds because
they are cooperating with Moscow,
it risks losing influence with the
PYD and Kurdish nationalists in
general — to the benefit of Russia.
Yet, if Washington continues to support the Syrian Kurds, this will further Putin’s goal of isolating Turkey.
Either way, Moscow gains.

Still, Moscow’s support for the
Syrian Kurds complicates Russian
relations with certain other governments. Moscow has responded
favourably to the PYD call for a
federalised Syria with an autonomous Kurdish region that Damascus would not control (much like
the Iraqi Kurds have done). Syrian
President Bashar Assad, though,
has indicated that he intends to reestablish his rule over all of Syria. If
and when ISIS is driven out of Syria
or becomes a much weaker force
there, the Assad regime and the Syrian Kurds appear destined to clash.
Russian support for Syrian Kurds
is as likely to complicate Moscow’s
ties with Iran, which also faces a
Kurdish nationalist opposition. Just
this month, Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC) announced its fighters had killed five
Kurdish rebels near the Iranian
border with Iraq and that they belonged to a group with the PKK in
Turkey. Tehran worries that Moscow’s and Washington’s support for
Kurdish separatist forces in Syria
could inflame Kurdish nationalism
elsewhere.
Is this really a problem for Moscow? If Russia was the only external power that the Assad regime
depended upon, it might not be. If
ISIS’s position in Syria became untenable, Moscow could either support Assad in moving against the
Kurds, force Assad not to do so or
cynically help them both against
each other. However, because Iran
— with its deep commitment to the
Assad regime, large IRGC presence
and alliance with Hezbollah force

— is such a strong player in Syria,
Moscow’s room for manoeuvre is
constrained.
Even if Russia will not, Iran can be
expected to support Assad regime
efforts to crush the Syrian Kurds.
Moscow may then have to choose
between acquiescing to this or trying to stop it. Either way, it could
lose what influence it has with Assad to Tehran.

While Russian support
for the Syrian Kurds is
causing problems for
Washington’s Middle
East policy, it is likely
to cause problems for
Moscow as well.
Is this likely? Russian media have
commented on how Moscow’s and
Tehran’s interests in and policies
towards Syria are not in tune with
each other. As neither the Russian
nor the Iranian governments are
known for being especially cooperative, it is doubtful that they can
avoid differing over Syria — something the Assad regime will undoubtedly exploit fully.
While Russian support for the
Syrian Kurds is causing problems
for Washington’s Middle East policy, it is likely to cause problems for
Moscow as well.
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